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A coherent two-dimensional (2D) optical spectroscopy utilizing circularly polarized (CP) beams, which was
shown to be useful in studying molecular chirality in condensed phases, was theoretically proposed recently
[Cho et al.J. Chem. Phys.2003, 119, 7003]. A photon echo (PE) version of 2D optical activity spectroscopy
is discussed in this paper. Considering various dipeptide and polypeptide systems, where the amide I local
modes constitute the set of basis modes used to describe exciton and biexciton states as linear combinations
of those basis modes, we present numerically simulated 2D circularly polarized IR PE spectra. It is shown
that this novel spectroscopic method can provide additional information on the angles between the transition
magnetic dipole and the transition electric dipole of two different vibrationally excited states, which are highly
sensitive to the 3D structure and chirality of a given polypeptide. Also, a hierarchical relation of IR absorption,
vibrational circular dichroism, 2D IR PE, and 2D CP-IR PE is discussed to show advantages of 2D optical
activity spectroscopy in general.

I. Introduction

Infrared absorption spectroscopy is used to measure the
electric-dipole-allowed vibrational transition probabilities, and
the peak intensity is determined by the dipole strength, which
is the square of the norm of the transition dipole moment.
Nonresonant Raman scattering spectroscopy is, on the other
hand, used to measure the inelastic scattering amplitude of the
nonresonant optical field, and each Raman scattering cross
section is proportional to the square of the proper transition
polarizability tensor elements.1 Although these vibrational
spectroscopic methods have shown to be extremely useful in
studying vibrational properties of polyatomic molecules, they
cannot be of use to spectroscopically distinguish two compounds
having different chiral properties.

A natural extension of IR spectroscopy to determine the
absolute configuration of a chiral molecule is the vibrational
circular dichroism (VCD) spectroscopy.2-7 Also, the Raman
optical activity (ROA) spectroscopy has been used to study
molecular chirality of complex molecules such as polypeptides
and proteins in condensed phases.8-15 Since the VCD spectrum
is taken by measuring the difference between two IR spectra
obtained by using left- and right-circularly polarized IR beams,
a VCD band can have either positive or negative amplitude,
and its sign is essentially determined by the angle between the
transition electric and magnetic dipole vectors associated with
normal mode transition. Since this angle is critically dependent
on the absolute configuration of the target chiral molecule, the
line shape and sign information can be used to determine its
3D structure.3,16-21

Nevertheless, these vibrational spectroscopic techniques are
one-dimensional methods because spectra are plotted with
respect to a single experimentally controllable frequency. Much

like the way that 1D NMR spectroscopy was extended to its
2D analogue, recently, we have seen dramatic advancements
of coherent 2D vibrational and electronic spectroscopy, which
has been used to study solute-solvent interaction dynamics,22-26

protein structure determination,27-36 ultrafast excitation migra-
tion in a photosynthetic light-harvesting protein,37,38and exciton
dynamics in semiconductors.39,40An essential advantage of 2D
optical spectroscopy is that it can provide far more detailed
information on complex molecular systems since the cross-peaks
in two-dimensionally displayed spectrum contains crucial
information on the dynamical aspect of vibrational or electroni-
cally excited quantum states as well as on the couplings between
different chromophores.41

Recently noting that the VCD technique is an extension of
the IR spectroscopy with employing circularly polarized beams
instead of linearly polarized ones, one of the authors theoretically
proposed the so-called 2D circularly polarized pump-probe
(CP-PP) spectroscopy,42 where the pump beam is either left-
or right-circularly polarized. It was shown that the 2D CP-PP
spectroscopy can be used to study optical activity changes in
condensed phases. One of the most crucial advantages of such
2D CP-PP spectroscopy is its capability of ultrafast time-
resolution. An interesting application of this technique, as
suggested in ref 42, would be to study protein folding or
unfolding processes, since one cannot use the current VCD or
ROA spectroscopic methods to probe such an ultrafast phe-
nomenon yet. Furthermore, the CP-PP technique is a 2D optical
spectroscopy so that the cross-peaks containing vital information
on the vibrational or electronic couplings in a given molecular
complex such as proteins and molecular aggregates can be
observed. Recently, Mukamel and co-workers43,44theoretically
studied chiral 2D IR spectroscopy using linearly polarized
light beams with detecting, for instance, the [xxxy] tensor
element of the fourth-rank tensorial nonlinear response
function, which is related to a CP difference measurement
component by a constant factor.
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In this work, we will present a theoretical description of the
2D CP-IR photon echo (PE) spectroscopy. Then, the corre-
sponding 2D spectra of six structurally different peptides, i.e.,
R-helix (RR), π-helix (πH), 310-helix (310H), antiparallel (APB)
and parallelâ-sheets (PB), and polyproline II (PII), will be
presented with detailed discussions on how this novel 2D optical
spectroscopic method can be used to extract structural informa-
tion from the 2D CP-IR PE spectrum.

II. Theoretical Description of 2D Circularly-Polarized
Photon Echo Spectroscopy

The 2D CP-IR PE considered in this paper is a four-
wave-mixing spectroscopy using a circularly polarized beam.
Typically, a time-resolved 2D optical PE experiment has been
performed by using four ultrafast laser pulses, where the first
three pulses are used to create the third-order polarization
and the last pulse is used to detect the temporal amplitude of
the PE signal field by using a spectral interferometric detection
method.45,46 All of these 2D PE measurements have utilized
linearly polarized beams. If one of the four beams is cir-
cularly polarized, one can measure two different PE signals
with either the left- or right-circularly polarized beam and
obtain the difference signal between the two. In the present
paper, we will specifically consider the case when the
first IR pulse is either left- or right-circularly polarized.
Furthermore, the angles between the propagation direc-
tions of the first two pulses and between those of the
third and local oscillator pulses are close to zero, but that
between those of the second and third pulses is con-
trolled to beθ. A similar beam configuration for a 2D cir-
cularly polarized pump-probe spectroscopy was discussed in
ref 42.

Now, let us consider the total Hamiltonian of the composite
system first. By treating the electromagnetic field classically,
the Hamiltonian can be written as

where the molecular, field-matter interaction, bath, and system-
bath interaction Hamiltonian operators were denoted asH0, HI,
HB, and HSB, respectively. The multipole-expanded field-
matter interaction Hamiltonian, in this case, is approximately
given as

In eq 2 and throughout this paper, we use the Einstein
summation convention. The electric dipole, magnetic dipole,
and electric quadrupole operators were denoted asµi, mi, and
Qij, respectively.Ei(r,t) andBi(r,t) are the electric and magnetic
fields.

A. Third-Order Polarization. To calculate the third-
order nonlinear polarization, which is the expectation value of
the electric dipole operator over the third-order density oper-
ator, we need to consider the quantum Liouville equation,
i.e.

By using the time-dependent perturbation theory with treat-
ing HI to be the perturbation Hamiltonian, the third-order
(with respect to the interaction super-operatorLI(r,t)) density

operator is given as47

where the Liouville space time-evolution operatorG(τ) is
defined as

The Heavyside step function was denoted asθ(τ). The third-
order polarization is therefore given as

B. Three Components in the Third-Order Polarization.
Since HI consists of three different field-matter interaction
terms, there exist hundreds of different Liouville space pathways
to be considered to fully calculateP(3)(r,t) in eq 6. However,
only taking into consideration of the third-order polarization
contributions that are linearly proportional to eitherBi(r,t) or
∇jEi(r,t), we find

where the first term,P0
(3)(t), involves electric-dipole-allowed

transitions only and is the dominant contribution to the third-
order polarization since its amplitude is about 2-3 orders of
magnitude larger than the remaining two terms in eq 7. The
last two terms,δP(3)(t;m) andδP(3)(t;Q), are linearly proportional
to -miBi(r,t) and-Qij∇jEi(r,t), respectively. The PE signal field
is now linearly proportional to the third-order polarization in
eq 7.

The difference signal,∆S(τ,T,t), is then defined as

where SL(τ,T,t) and SR(τ,T,t) are the heterodyne-detected
PE signals with the left- and right-circularly polarized
first laser pulse andT is the delay time between the se-
cond and third pulses. The delay time between the first and
second pulses was denoted asτ and thet-dependent signal is
measured by dispersing the echo field; note that, instead of
Fourier-transforming the signal with respect tot, the spectrum
S(τ,T,ωt) is directly measured. Then, the 2D spectrum is ob-
tained by taking the double Fourier transformation of the
difference signal∆S(τ,T,t) with respect to τ and t. The
corresponding Fourier frequencies areωτ and ωt. Here-
after ∆S(ωτ,T,ωt) will be referred to as the 2D CP PE
spectrum.

In ref 42, we presented a detailed theoretical calculation
procedure to obtain the time-domain 2D CP-PP signal by taking
into consideration of rotational average and by considering the
magic beam angle (θM ) tan-1(1/x2)) detection scheme. As
mentioned above, the angles between the first two pulse
propagation directions and between the third and local oscillator
pulse propagation directions are assumed to be close to zero.
As shown in ref 42, the quadrupole term is a function ofθ as
cos2 θ - 2sin2 θ. Therefore, if the angleθ deviates fromθM,
this value is approximately given as-0.049(θ - θM), whereθ
is in degrees. Thus, in the rangeθM - 10 e θ e θM + 10, the
quadrupole term is 1 order of magnitude smaller than the
magnetic term, when the magnetic dipole-field interaction is
assumed to be identical to the quadrupole-field interaction. In

H ) H0 + HI + HB + HSB (1)

HI ) -µi Ei(r,t) - miBi (r,t) - Qij∇j Ei(r,t) (2)

∂F(r,t)
∂t

) - i
p
[H0 + HB,F(r,t)] - i

p
[HI(r,t),F(r,t)]

) - i
p
LF(r,t) - i

p
LI(r,t)F(r,t) (3)

F(3)(r,t) ) ( i
p)3∫t0

t
dτ3 ∫t0

τ3 dτ2 ∫t0

τ2 dτ1 G(t - τ3)LI(τ3)G(τ3 -

τ2)LI(τ2)G(τ2 - τ1)LI(τ1) × G(τ1 - t0)F(t0) (4)

G(τ) ≡ θ(τ) exp( - i
p
Lτ) (5)

P(3)(r,t) ) Tr[µF(3)(r,t)] (6)

P(3)(t) ) P0
(3)(t) + δP(3)(t ;m) + δP(3)(t;Q) + ‚‚‚ (7)

∆S(τ,T,t) ) SL(τ,T,t) - SR(τ,T,t) (8)
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the impulsive pulse limit, we find that the “rephasing” 2D CP
PE signal,∆S(τ,T,t), is given as

where each term in this equation is given as

Here, the transition electric dipole matrix is symmetric, i.e.,
µba ) µab, but the transition magnetic dipole matrix is not, and
its matrix elements are purely imaginary, i.e.,mba ) mj ab ) iMba.
Note that all three terms in eq 9 are linearly proportional to the
transition magnetic dipole moment because the all-electric-dipole
contribution to the PE signal is cancelled out by subtracting
SR(τ,T,t) from SL(τ,T,t). The PE term involving a quadrupole
transition vanishes as proven in ref 42. The one-exciton states
are denoted as|ej > (for j ) 1 ∼ N) and the two-exciton states
are as|fl> (for l ) 1 ∼ N(N - 1)/2), whereN is the number of
coupled chromophores. In Figure 1, the double-sided Feynman
diagrams associated with the three terms in eq 9 are shown.
One should take summations over all one- and two-exciton states
to obtain the 2D CP PE signal. In section III, we will present
a discussion on how to obtain the one- and two-exciton state
wavefunctions of polypeptides in terms ofN amide I oscillators
constituting the set of basis modes.

The 2D line shape of each term in eq 10 is determined by
auxiliary functionsr(n)(τ,T,t) (for n ) 2, 3, and 5); note that we
use the same notations for these nonlinear line-broadening
functions given in ref 48, and they are given as

The correlation functions of the fluctuating transition frequencies
were denoted asêba (τ1,τ2) (for b, a ) ej, ek, and f), and they
are defined as

where the transition frequency between|a〉 and|g〉 eigenstates
was assumed to be written as

Here, ωag is the average transition frequency from|g〉 to |a〉
states andδωag(t) is the (chromophore-solvent interaction-
induced) fluctuating part of the transition frequency.

III. Model System, Hamiltonian, and Simulation Method

As model systems that are studied in detail for understanding
the relationship between peptide structure and 2D CP-IR PE
spectrum, we have considered six representative conformations,
i.e., RR (φ ) -57 andψ ) -47), πH (φ ) -57 andψ )
-70), 310H (φ ) -49 andψ ) -26), APB (φ ) -139 andψ
) 135), PB (φ ) -119 andψ ) 113), and PII (φ ) -78 and
ψ ) 149), of alanine dipeptide (Ac-Ala-NHMe) and alsoRR,
310H, and PII conformations of Ac-(Ala)21-NHMe.

As shown in section II, the essential ingredients for numer-
ical calculations of various nonlinear response function com-
ponents in eq 11 are frequency-frequency correlation func-
tions and various transition dipoles of one- and two-exciton
states. To provide a theoretical framework for such calcu-
lations, we will briefly outline the Frenkel exciton model for
polypeptides, which was used to express one- and two-
exciton states as linear combinations of basis modes, i.e., amide
I local oscillators. Denotingam

+ and am to be the creation
and annihilation operators of the vibrational excitation of
the mth basis mode, the molecular Hamiltonian can be
written as

Figure 1. Double-sided Feynman diagrams. Note that the first field-
matter interaction is between the magnetic dipole moment of the
molecule and the magnetic field of the circularly polarized pulse.

∆S(τ,T,t) ) ∆SSE(τ,T,t) + ∆SGB(τ,T,t) + ∆SEA(τ,T,t)
(9)

∆SSE(τ,T,t) ) ∑
j,k

(µejg
‚µekg

)(Mejg
‚µekg

)rejek

(2) (τ,T,t)

∆SGB(τ,T,t) ) ∑
j,k

(µekg
‚µekg

)(Mejg
‚µejg

)rekej

(3) (τ,T,t)

∆SEA(τ,T,t) ) - ∑
j,k,l

(µflej
‚µflek

)(Mejg
‚µekg

)rflekej

(5) (τ,T,t)

(10)

rekej

(2) (t1,t2,t3) ) exp{iωgej
t3 + iωekej

t2 + iωekg
t1} ×

exp{- ∫0

t1+t2 dτ1 ∫0

τ1 dτ2ê ekek

* (τ1,τ2) -

∫t1

t1+t2+t3 dτ1 ∫t1

τ1 dτ2 êejej
(τ1,τ2) +

∫0

t1+t2 dτ1 ∫t1

t1+t2+t3 dτ2 êekej
(τ1,τ2)}

rekej

(3) (t1,t2,t3) ) exp{iωgej
t3 + iωekg

t1} ×
exp{- ∫0

t1 dτ1 ∫0

τ1 dτ2 êekek

* (τ1,τ2) -

∫t1+t2

t1+t2+t3 dτ1 ∫t1+t2

τ1 dτ2 êejej
(τ1,τ2) +

∫0

t1 dτ1 ∫t1+t2

t1+t2+t3 dτ2 êekej
(τ1,τ2)}

rflekej

(5) (t1,t2,t3) ) exp{ -iωflej
t3 - iωekej

t2 + iωejg
t1} ×

exp{- ∫t1

t1+t2 dτ1∫t1

τ1 dτ2 êekek
(τ1,τ2) -

∫t1+t2

t1+t2+t3 dτ1 ∫t1+t2

τ1 dτ2 êflfl
(τ1,τ2) -

∫0

t1+t2+t3 dτ1 ∫0

τ1 dτ2ê ejej

* (τ1,τ2) -

∫t1

t1+t2 dτ1 ∫t1+t2

t1+t2+t3 dτ2 êekfl
(τ1,τ2) +

∫t1

t1+t2 dτ1 ∫0

t1+t2+t3 dτ2 êekej

* (τ1,τ2) +

∫t1+t2

t1+t2+t3 dτ1 ∫0

t1+t2+t3 dτ2 êflej

* (τ1,τ2)} (11)

êba(τ1,τ2) ) 〈δωbg(τ1)δωag(τ2)〉 (12)

∆Eag(t)/p ) ωag + δωag(t) (13)

H0 ) ∑
m)1

N

pωmam
+ am + ∑

m

N

∑
n * m

N

pJmnam
+ an +

∑
m

N

∑
n

N

p∆mnam
+ an

+ aman (14)
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where the excited-state energy of themth basis mode and
vibrational coupling constant between themth andnth basis
modes were denoted aspωm and Jmn, respectively. The third
term on the right-hand side of eq 14 describes the overtone and
combination mode anharmonicities.

The system-bath interaction Hamiltonian can be written as

where Γmm(Q) describes the system-bath interaction-induced
fluctuation of themth basis mode frequency (site energy),
whereas the off-diagonal term,Γmn(Q) (for m * n), modulates
the vibrational coupling constantJmn.

The singly and doubly vibrationally excited (localized) states,
which are|m〉 ) am

+|0〉 and|m,n〉 ) am
+an

+|0〉 , respectively, will
be considered to be the basis states for constructing the one-
and two-exciton Hamiltonian matrices from the 0th-order
Hamiltonian in eq 14. The corresponding two matrices denoted
as H0

(1) and H0
(2) can be diagonalized by the orthogonal

transformation matricesU andV, i.e.

where Ω and W are diagonal matrices and the elements
correspond to the one- and two-exciton eigen energies, respec-
tively. The column vectors ofU andV are the corresponding
eigenvectors, and thus the one- and two-exciton states are given
as linear combinations of the basis state wavefunctions|m〉 and
|m,n〉 as

where the expansion coefficientsVmn
(â) are obtained from theâth

column of theV matrix.
Because of the presence of the system-bath interaction term

in eq 15, the total Hamiltonian cannot be completely diagonal-
ized by theU and V matrices. Let us denote the transformed
system-bath interaction Hamiltonians as

The diagonal matrix elements,¥RR
(1)and ¥ââ

(2), describe the
fluctuations of theRth one-exciton state energy and theâth two-
exciton state energy induced by the basis mode-bath degrees
of freedom interaction. The residual off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the transformed system-bath interaction Hamiltonians,
i.e., ¥Râ

(1) (for R * â) and¥mn
(2) (for m * n), can induce exciton

migration processes within the one- and two-exciton state
manifold, respectively, but in the cases of amide I modes in
polypeptides, they are fairly small and excitation migration
processes within the one-exciton states are comparatively slow
and negligible when the experimental time scale such as pulse
delay time is about a picosecond.49

Using the eigenvectors of the one- and two-exciton states,
one can express the associated transition dipole matrix elements
µejg ) 〈ej |µ| 0〉 andµfkej ) 〈fk |µ| ej〉, can be written as linear
combinations ofN basis mode transition dipole vectors. A
detailed discussion on how to properly obtain the gauge-
invariant transition magnetic dipole matrix elements of polypep-
tides was presented before (see refs 50 and 51).

For polyalanines in water, we used constrained molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation method to numerically simulate 1D
and 2D IR spectra (see refs 50 and 52 for detailed procedures).
Using the same MD trajectories, we particularly calculated the
time-dependent fluctuating amide I local mode frequencies
and necessary correlation functionsêejek (τ1,τ2). They were found
to be approximately given as linear combinations of the amide
I local mode frequency-frequency correlation functions,
i.e.48

Similarly, one can obtain other types of frequency-frequency
correlation functions, such asêfkfk(τ1,τ2) and êejfk(τ1,τ2). The
lifetime broadening contribution is included in an ad hoc
manner by multiplying a proper exponential function to the
corresponding response function,53,54 and here the lifetime of
all amide I normal mode excited states are assumed to be
0.33 ps.

IV. Relation of IR Absorption, VCD, 2D IR PE, and 2D
CP-IR PE

In this section, we will present a discussion on the general
relation of various infrared spectroscopic techniques, before we
provide numerically simulated 2D CP-IR PE spectra of model
systems.

The IR absorption band intensity of theath mode is
determined by the dipole strengthµga ‚µag. Hereafter, we will
define the ground state dipole strength matrix as

whereθab is the angle between the two transition electric dipole
vectors. Here it is noted that the diagonal matrix element ofD̃g

determines the probability of electric-dipole-allowed transition
from the ground state to an excited state, whereas the off-
diagonal matrix elementDab

g is related to the off-diagonal
density matrix elementFab. The VCD spectroscopy is, on the
other hand, used to measure the difference between two IR
spectra obtained by using left- and right-circularly polarized IR
beams. In this case, the VCD band intensity is determined by
the so-called rotational strength,Im[µga‚mag] ) µga‚Mag. The
ground state rotational strength matrix can therefore be de-
fined as

whereRab is the angle between the transition electric dipole
vector µga and the imaginary part of the transition magnetic
dipole vectorMbg. As discussed in detail in refs 51 and 55, the
transition magnetic dipole moments of delocalized amide I
normal modes are determined by both coupling-induced terms
and intrinsic transition magnetic dipoles. Although the dipole
strength matrix is diagonally symmetric, the rotational strength
matrix given in eq 21 is not.

HSB ) p∑
m)1

N

∑
n)1

N

Γmn(Q)am
+ an (15)

U -1H0
(1)U ) Ω

V -1H0
(2)V ) W (16)

|eR 〉) ∑
m)1

N

UR,m
-1 |m 〉

|fâ 〉) ∑
m)1

N

∑
n)1

N

Vmn
(â)|m,n 〉 (17)

¥(1) ) U -1HSB
(1)U

¥(2) ) V-1HSB
(2)V (18)

êejek
(τ1,τ2) ) 〈δωejg

(τ1)δωekg
(τ2)〉 =

∑
m

Umj
2 Umk

2 〈δωm(t)δωm(0)〉 (19)

Dab
g ) Dba

g ) µga‚µbg ) |µga||µbg| cosθab (20)

Rab
g ) µga‚Mbg ) |µga||Mbg| cosRab (21)
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The IR absorption and VCD spectra can be written as

The linear response function of thejth mode is

where exp+[‚‚‚] is the time-ordered exponential operator and
〈‚‚‚〉 denotes the average over the bath degrees of freedom. In
eqs 22 and 23, the diagonal matrix elements ofD̃g andR̃g are
only required in the calculations of the IR and VCD spectra.

The main reason why the VCD is a spectroscopic tool of
chiral molecule is because it can provide information on the
angleRejej betweenµejg andMejg. Bearing this fact in mind, let
us compare IR absorption and 2D IR photon echo spec-
troscopies. When the polarization directions of the three injected
IR pulses that are used to generate the IR PE signal field are
all parallel to the laboratoryZ axis and when theZ component
of the PE signal field vector is detected, the “rephasing” PE
signal is given as56

where

Here, the auxiliary functions determining the 2D line broaden-
ing, r(n)(τ,T,t), were already defined in eq 11. In the present
work, we ignored the population transfer and coherence state
evolutions duringT.

Among the three terms in eq 25,(1)S|
diag(τ,T,t) is associated

with diagonal peaks in the 2D Fourier transform spectrum,
whereas(1)S|

cross(τ,T,t) is responsible for the off-diagonal cross-
peaks.(2)S|(τ,T,t) is a sum of contributions that involve transi-
tions from one-exciton state to two-exciton state and it can
destructively interfere with the first two terms, i.e.,(1)S|

diag(τ,T,t)
and (1)S|

cross(τ,T,t). However due to finite potential anharmo-
nicities, such destructive interferences are not complete and thus
one can experimentally observe various cross-peaks in an amide
I 2D PE spectrum. A notable advantage of the 2D IR PE
spectroscopy is that it can provide information on the angles
between the two different transition dipole moments,θek,ej.

Because of these additional factors that are critical in determin-
ing cross-peak intensities, the 2D IR PE technique is better than
the 1D IR spectroscopy for characterizing structural aspects of
complex molecules. For example, it was shown that the off-
diagonal cross-peak amplitudes of an antiparallelâ-sheet
polypeptide are notably stronger than those of a parallelâ-sheet
polypeptide,56 when a specific polarization-controlled measure-
ment of the 2D IR difference spectrum is performed.57 This
indicates that the 2D IR PE technique can be an incisive tool
for distinguishing two different protein secondary structures.
Although the polarization-controlled 2D IR spectroscopy has
been shown to be more “structured” than the [ZZZZ] spectros-
copy in eq 25,29,34,50,56,57there are two intrinsic differences from
the 2D CP PE. First, the CP PE involves a different type of
field-matter interaction term, i.e., magnetic dipole-magnetic field
interaction, whereas the polarization-controlled 2D IR spec-
troscopy still measures all electric dipole-field interactions.
Second and more importantly, the CP PE spectroscopy is chiral-
sensitive, whereas the conventional 2D IR spectroscopy is not.

Now, let us extend the analogy between IR and VCD
spectroscopy into that between 2D IR PE and 2D CP-IR PE.
By using the newly defined ground state dipole and rotational
strengths in eqs 20 and 21 and ignoring all one-exciton state
off-diagonal density matrix evolutions duringT, eq 9 for 2D
CP-IR PE can be rewritten as

where

The first term(1)∆Sdiag(τ,T,t) involves nonlinear vibrational
transitions between the ground state and one-exciton states and
can be viewed as a sum of the CP-IR PE signals ofN two-level
systems. The diagonal peak (ωτ ) ωt ) ωejg) amplitude in a
heterodyne-detected 2D CP-IR PE spectrum is then proportional
to Dejej

g Rejej

g . Note that the rotational strengthRejej

g is a factor
determining the VCD band intensity and sign. Consequently, a
diagonal peak in 2D CP-IR PE spectrum can be either positive
or negative and its sign should coincide with that of the VCD
band. The second term(1)∆Scross(τ,T,t) in eq 27 can produce
cross-peaks since the double summations overj andk do not
involve the cases ofj ) k. The amplitude of the cross-peak at
(ωτ ) ωejg, ωt ) ωekg) is proportional toDekek

g Rejej

g , which
suggests that the sign of that cross-peak is determined by the
same factor cosRejej. Now, the last term,(2)∆S(τ,T,t), involving
transitions from the one-exciton to two-exciton states can
produce peaks at (ωτ ) ωejg, ωt ) ωfkej) for j ) 1 ∼ N andk )

IIR(ω) ∝ ∫-∞

∞
dt eiωt∑

j)1

N

Dejej

g exp(-iωejg
t)Jj(t) (22)

IVCD(ω) ∝ ∫-∞

∞
dt eiωt∑

j)1

N

Rejej

g exp(-iωejg
t)Jj(t) (23)

Jj (t) ≡ 〈exp+[-i∫0

t
dτ δωejg

(τ)]〉 =

exp{-∫0

t
dτ2 ∫0

τ2 dτ1 〈δωejg
(τ1)δωejg

(0)〉} (24)

S| (τ,T,t) ) (1)S|
diag(τ,T,t) + (1)S|

cross(τ,T,t) + (2)S| (τ,T,t)
(25)

(1)S|
diag(τ,T,t) ) ∑

j

(Dejej

g )2{rejej

(2) (τ,T,t) + rejej

(3) (τ,T,t)}

(1)S|
cross(τ,T,t) )

1

3{∑
j
∑
k*j

Dejej

g Dekek

g (2cos2 θek,ej
+ 1)[rekej

(2) (τ,T,t) + rekej

(3) (τ,T,t)]}
(2)S| (τ,T,t) ) -∑

l
∑

j
∑

k
(13{(µf lej

‚µflek
) Dejek

g +

(µflej
‚µekg

)(µf lek
‚µejg

) + (µf lej
‚µejg

)(µf lek
‚µekg

)} rf lekej

(5) (τ,T,t))
(26)

SCHEME 1

∆S(τ,T,t) )
(1)∆Sdiag(τ,T,t) + (1)∆Scross(τ,T,t) + (2)∆S(τ,T,t) (27)

(1)∆Sdiag(τ,T,t) ) ∑
j

Dejej

g Rejej

g {rejej

(2)(τ,T,t) + rejej

(3)(τ,T,t)}

(1)∆Scross(τ,T,t) ) ∑
j
∑
k*j

Dekek

g Rejej

g rekej

(3) (τ,T,t)

(2)∆S(τ,T,t) ) -∑
j,k

Dfkfk

ej Rejej

g rfkejej

(5) (τ,T,t) (28)
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1 ∼ N(N - 1)/2, and its amplitude is determined byDfk fk

ej Rejej

g ,
where the excited-state dipole strengthDfk fk

ej is defined asµfkej‚
µfkej. Again, the corresponding peaks associated with the excited-
state absorption term(2)∆S(τ,T,t) can have positive or nega-

tive amplitudes due to the factorRejej

g . That is in strong contrast
with the analogous term(2)S| (τ,T,t) contributing to the 2D IR
PE spectrum- note that this excited-state absorption peak in
the 2D IR PE spectrum is always negative.

In summary, it is now clear that the CP-IR PE technique
utilizing CP beams is an extension of the IR PE, much like the
VCD is an extension of the IR absorption spectroscopy (see
Scheme 1).

In the following section, we will present numerically simu-
lated 2D CP-IR PE spectra of both dipeptides and polypeptides
to demonstrate that the 2D CP-PE spectrum is more strongly
interdependent on polypeptide structure than any other vibra-
tional spectra discussed in this section are.

VI. Numerical Simulation Results and Discussion

A. Dipeptides: A Prototype Model. For a coupled anhar-
monic oscillator system, which is a good model for amide I
normal modes of dipeptide, one can use the following set of
amide I basis states,{|0,0〉, |1,0〉, |0,1〉, |2,0〉, |0,2〉, |1,1〉}. The

Figure 2. Numerically simulated amide I IR, VCD, 2D IR PE, and 2D CP-IR PE spectra of six different conformations of alanine dipeptide
analogue (Ac-Ala-NHMe).

TABLE 1: Amide I Normal-Mode Frequencies, Two-Exciton
Transition Frequencies (in cm-1), Ground State Dipole, and
Rotational Strength Matrix Elementsa

RR πH 310H APB PB PII

ω+ 1736.7 1742.6 1713.2 1713.5 1713.4 1722.1
ω- 1724.9 1721.0 1717.9 1669.1 1702.3 1712.5
ω2+ 3437.0 3431.5 3411.5 3387.4 3391.5 3409.4
ω2- 3449.2 3449.3 3417.8 3397.6 3403.7 3426.9
ωa 3466.6 3478.0 3431.7 3420.8 3420.2 3435.5
µ+‚µ+(D++

g ) 2.42 2.89 1.87 0.47 0.43 1.38
µ-‚µ-(D--

g ) 1.06 0.59 1.62 3.01 3.05 2.10
µ+‚M+(R++

g ) -1.28 -1.08 -1.03 -0.16 -0.05 0.11
µ-‚M-(R--

g ) 0.60 0.84 0.67 0.29 0.14 -0.24

a The dimensions ofµ andM aree andea0/pc, respectively, where
e anda0 are the electron charge and the Bohr radius.
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corresponding energies of these basis states are 0,pωAc, pωAm,
2pωAc - ∆, 2pωAm - ∆, pωAc + pωAm - ∆′. Here,ωAc and
ωAm are the amide I local mode frequencies of the acetyl-end
and amide-end peptides, respectively; note that the dipeptide
considered here is capped with acetyl and methyl groups at the
amino and carboxyl ends of alanine.∆ and ∆′ are the
anharmonic frequency shifts of the overtone and combination
modes, respectively, and will be assumed to be 16 and 0 cm-1

for the following numerical simulations. All of the necessary
quantities including the vibrational coupling constantJ were
previously reported.55 The delocalized one-exciton states are
symmetric and antisymmetric amide I vibrations and the
transition frequencies will be denoted asω + and ω- ,
respectively. The three two-exciton states|2+〉, |2-〉, and |a〉
are located atpω2+, pω2-, andpωa from the ground state. For
six different alanine dipeptide conformations, the transition
frequencies of one- and two-exciton states are summarized in
Table 1.

From the amide I basis mode frequencies and coupling
constant, one can obtain the normal modes expressed as linear
combinations of the local modes

where the eigenvector elements are denoted ascm
( (m ) Ac or

Am). The transition electric and magnetic dipole vectors in a
molecule-fixed frame are

whereµAc
(1) ≡ (∂µ/∂qAc), µAm

(1) ≡ (∂µ/∂qAm), mAc
(1) ≡ (∂m/∂qAc),

andmAm
(1) ≡ (∂m/∂qAm) are the transition dipole and magnetic

dipole vectors of the two amide I local modes, respectively.
Q+ andQ- are the symmetric and antisymmetric amide I normal
coordinates, respectively, andqAc andqAm are the two amide I
local coordinates.

The numerically simulated 2D CP-IR PE spectra of six
structurally different dipeptides are plotted in Figure 2, where
the IR, VCD, and 2D IR PE spectra are also shown for
comparisons. First of all, other than peak frequencies, the amide
I IR bands are, in general, similar to each other. On the other
hand, the VCD spectra are found to be different from one
another, which shows the sensitivity of this technique on
molecular chirality associated with the dipeptide conformation.
Although the 2D IR PE spectra reveal the existence of two
underlying bands and anharmonic frequency shifts, the 2D line
shapes are weakly dependent on the dipeptide conformation due
to spectral congestion. In contrast, the differences among the
numerically simulated 2D CP-IR PE spectra are notable with a
single glance.

In order to elucidate the underlying components contributing
to the 2D CP-IR PE spectrum, we choseRR dipeptide as an
example. Figure 3a-c depicts the 2D spectra associated with
the three separate terms in eq 27, and Figure 3d is the total.
First, let us consider the two diagonal peaks at (ωτ ) ωt ) ω-
) and (ωτ ) ωt ) ω+) in Figure 3a. It turns out that the negative
diagonal peak at (ωτ ) ωt ) ω+) with ω+ ) 1736.7 cm-1 for
theRR dipeptide is dominant because its amplitude determined

by |D++
g R++

g | ) |(µ+‚µ+)(µ+‚M+)| is much larger thanD--
g

R--
g (see Table 1). Two cross-peaks can be easily identified in

Figure 3b. The amplitudes of the positive cross-peak at (ωτ )
ω-, ωt ) ω+) and the negative cross-peak at (ωτ ) ω+, ωt )
ω-) are determined byD++

g R--
g and D--

g R++
g , respectively.

The 2D spectrum associated with the excited-state absorption
processes is plotted in Figure 3c. There are six different peaks
that contribute to this spectrum, and they correspond to the

Figure 3. For theRR dipeptide, (a)(1)∆S̃diag(ωτ,ωt) (b) (1)∆S̃cross(ωτ,ωt)
(c) (2)∆S̃(ωτ,ωt) (d) (1)∆S̃diag + (1)∆S̃cross+ (2)∆S̃. The two vertical lines
in panels a-c areωτ ) ω- andωτ ) ω+, and the two horizontal lines
in panels a and b areωt ) ω- and ωt ) ω+. In panel c, the three
horizontal lines on the left areωt ) ωa - ω-, ωt ) ω2- - ω-, andωt

) ω2+ - ω-, and those on the right areωt ) ωa - ω+, ωt ) ω2- -
ω+, andωt ) ω2+ - ω+.

(|+ 〉
|- 〉 ) ) (cAc

+ cAm
+

cAc
- cAm

- )(aAc
+ | 0,0 〉

aAm
+ | 0,0 〉 ) (29)

(µ+
µ- ) ) ((∂µ/∂Q+)

(∂µ/∂Q-) ) ) (cAc
+ cAm

+

cAc
- cAm

- )(µAc
(1)

µAm
(1) ) (30)

(m+
m- ) ) ((∂m/∂Q+)

(∂m/∂Q-) ) ) (cAc
+ cAm

+

cAc
- cAm

- )(mAc
(1)

mAm
(1) ) (31)
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pathways connecting two one-exciton states to three two-exciton
states. The two vertical dashed lines in Figure 3a-c show the
positions of the one-exciton transition frequencies,ω- andω+.
The three peaks at (ωτ ) ω-, ωt ) ω2+, -, ω2-,-, andωa,- )
on the ω- -line have negative signs (i) because they are
determined by the factorR--

g (>0) and (ii) because(2)∆S(τ,T,t)
is an absorptive contribution, note that the negative sign on the
right-hand side of eq 28. The three horizontal lines on the left-
hand side of Figure 3c areωt ) ωa,-, ωt ) ω2-,-, andωt )
ω2+,-, and those on the right-hand side areωt ) ωa,+, ωt )
ω2-,+, andωt ) ω2+,+, respectively. The total 2D CP-IR PE
spectrum is then obtained by adding the three spectra in Figure
3a-c. Due to destructive or constructive interferences between
different nonlinear optical transition pathways, the total spectrum
of RR dipeptide exhibits five main negative or positive peaks.
One can interpret the other five 2D CP-IR PE spectra similarly.

B. Polyalanines in Water. We next consider numerically
simulated 2D CP-IR PE spectra of the alanine-based polypep-
tides in water, where the constrained MD simulation results

reported in ref 50 were used. It should be noted that the amide
I local mode frequencies and vibrational coupling constants were
determined by carrying out semiempirical quantum chemistry
calculations and that the peptide-water interaction-induced
amide I local mode frequency shifts and fluctuations were taken
into consideration. The numerically simulated IR and VCD
spectra of different secondary structure polypeptides are found
to be in good agreement with experimental findings, which
support the validity of the constrained MD simulation method
used.48,50,51

In Figure 4, the amide I IR absorption, VCD, 2D IR PE, and
2D CP-IR-PE spectra ofRR, 310H, and PII polypeptides are
depicted. The amide I IR spectrum ofRR polypeptide is, as
expected, broad and featureless, and its peak maximum fre-
quency is, in this case of the numerically simulated IR spectrum,
about 1660 cm-1. The 2D IR PE spectrum, which was
experimentally measured by Hochstrasser and co-workers,36

exhibits both positive and negative bands that are associated
with (1)S̃SE(ωτ,ωt) + (1)S̃GB(ωτ,ωt) and(2)S̃EA(ωτ,ωt), respectively.
The VCD line shape ofRR polypeptide shows a (-,+,-) peak
pattern, from low to high frequency, that is a characteristic
signature ofRR polypeptide.58 In comparison, the 2D CP-IR
PE spectrum is much more revealing than the other vibrational
spectra. Although the 2D CP-IR PE spectrum is a consequence
of complicated interferences of quite a number of different
nonlinear optical transition pathways, one can still identify the
positive and negative peaks on the diagonal line, which are
directly corresponding to the strong positive and negative peaks
in the VCD spectrum. Various cross-peaks, which did not appear
in the 2D IR PE spectrum, can provide additional information
on the vibrational properties of one- and two-exciton states. In
order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the 2D CP-IR PE
spectrum on the polypeptide secondary structure, we will
compare that ofRR with those of 310H and PII polypeptides.

Recently, a critical issue in elucidating the mechanism of
helix-coil transition has been to identify the 310H formation.59-62

In the middle panel of Figure 4, the four vibrational spectra of
310H are plotted. The amide I IR band has been found to be a
doublet, and the two dominant modes were assigned to beA
andE modes.63 Due to the presence of these two representative
modes, the 2D IR PE spectrum shows two diagonal (positive)
peaks; note that the high-frequency diagonal peak is weak. The
VCD band of 310H polypeptide appears to be similar to that of
RR, even though the relative amplitudes of negative and positive
peaks are different from those ofRR. Overall, the amide I IR,
VCD, and 2D IR PE spectra ofRR are to some extent similar
to those of 310H. However, the 2D CP-IR PE spectrum of 310H
is notably different from that ofRR.

In the last panel of Figure 4, we plot the IR, VCD, 2D IR
PE, and 2D CP-IR PE spectra of PII polypeptide. The 2D IR
PE spectra ofRR, 310H, and PII appear to be more or less similar
to one another, i.e., a strong positive peak just above the diagonal
and a strong negative peak below the diagonal. In contrast, the
2D CP-IR PE spectrum of PII exhibiting three main peaks is
distinctively different from the other two spectra ofRR and 310H.
In conclusion, the 2D CP-IR PE has been theoretically shown
to be a useful tool for characterizing various secondary structure
polypeptides.

VI. Summary

In this paper, we presented a theoretical description of the
2D CP-IR PE spectroscopy, which is to measure the difference
of 2D IR PE spectroscopic signals with left- and right-circularly
polarized beams. This is an extension of 2D IR photon echo

Figure 4. Numerically simulated amide I IR, VCD, 2D IR PE, and
2D CP-IR PE spectra of right-handedR-helical (RR), 310 helical (310H),
and polyproline II (PII) conformations of alanine-based polypeptides
(Ac-(Ala)21-NHMe) in water. Each vibrational spectrum is normalized.
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spectroscopy that uses linearly polarized beams. It was shown
that the 2D CP-IR PE signal is determined by both the dipole
and rotational strengths and that the chirality-induced nonzero
rotational strength of each mode makes it different from the
2D IR PE. As discussed in section IV, there is a hierarchical
relation of IR, VCD, 2D IR, and 2D CP-IR spectroscopic
methods, and the 2D CP-IR PE can be considered as a nonlinear
spectroscopy combining the 2D IR and VCD methods.

In order to make comparisons of the 2D CP-IR PE with other
vibrational spectroscopic techniques, we specifically considered
six structurally different dipeptides and presented numerically
simulated spectra. For anRR dipeptide, we showed how each
peak in the 2D CP-IR PE spectrum is associated with a specific
transition pathway. By using the constrained MD trajectories
of alanine-basedRR, 310H, and PII polypeptides, the 2D CP-IR
PE spectra were numerically calculated and discussed. It is
believed that the doubly resonant 2D CP-IR spectroscopy, which
is a novel nonlinear vibrational optical activity measurement
technique, will be of use to study ultrafast processes involving
any changes of molecular chirality in solution, e.g., protein
folding and unfolding.
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